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NSW TAXI COUNCIL WELCOMES THE TAXI INDUSTRY STIMULUS SUPPORT FROM THE NSW 

GOVERNMENT 

The NSW Taxi Council welcomes today’s announcement from the NSW Government of a $12.6 Million 

assistance package for the NSW Taxi Industry.   

The CEO of the NSW Taxi Council, Martin Rogers, said “We are grateful for the NSW Government support 

of the NSW Taxi Industry, and today’s announcement will provide welcomed relief for Taxi Operators in 

helping address some of the high costs involved in keeping their Taxi on the road. These high costs include 

CTP, Registration and Insurances”. 

The CEO added that,  “It was critical that the NSW Government provided this assistance to the NSW Taxi 

Industry to ensure that services can continue in the current environment, as the community tries to deal 

with the COVID-19 situation. We have been working with the NSW Government on an assistance package 

for some time now, and this announcement is certainly welcomed”. 

The Taxi industry is an essential service, and Taxis play a vital role in conveying passengers to where they 

need to be, in a safe, and reliable manner. Taxis can give members of the travelling public certainty and 

confidence, particularly with some of the challenges currently being faced by the Public Transport sector. 

This includes the safe transport in clean, sanitized vehicles, and the advantage of getting to where you 

need to in a quicker manner with exclusive access for Taxis to the bus lanes. 

The availability of Taxi Services is even more critical for members of the disability community. Today’s 

announcement will go a fair way towards ensuring services to vulnerable members of our community 

continue to be looked after.  

It is critical that the NSW Taxi Industry is able to ride out the wave of COVID-19. To ensure that taxi services 

remain, as we work towards getting through this challenging and trying period. In particular, for those 

areas, in Country and Regional NSW where Taxis may be the only Transport system that is operating. 

Whilst this package is welcomed in supporting the Taxis that are currently operating, the next challenge 

is to see how we get the over 3,000 Taxis that are currently de-registered back into circulation. 
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